Abstract: Improving organization means on the one hand searching for adequate product (service) matched to the market, on the other hand shaping the ability to react on risks caused by that activity. The second should consist of identifying and estimating types of risk, and consequently creating solutions securing from possible forms of it's realization (disturbances), following rules of rational choice of security measures as seen in their relation to costs and effectiveness. As to types of risks from which the organization is not secure, the procedure left is to create plans for securing continuity of operations which ensure return to previous state in due course and ensuring replacement operations for the transitory period. Activities of creating the security measures and continuity solutions should be organized as constantly developing and perfecting and as such they need formal place in organizational structure and rules of management.
Introduction
Ensuring business continuity encompasses:  mechanism of reaction for disruptions of an organization (partly based on homeostasis, that is, spontaneous reaction of organization elements, and on systematically developed and studied ability to react), which consists in formation of the organizational skill of reacting to disruptions,  process of development of the above mentioned ability to react to disruptions (as a supporting process for core organization activity, from the point of view of process analysis),  process of managing the current ability of ensuring business continuity and its constant development.
Disruption reaction mechanism consists of:  organizational structure dedicated to ensuring business continuity being an integral part of the general organizational structure,  formal organizational regulation determining relations in the organizational structure connected to the task of ensuring business continuity,  established practice (possibly written) of actions in situations when reaction to disruption, which has appeared, is required.
It is particularly important to underline, that reaction to disruption viewed as ensuring business continuity should be understood not only as direct action in the face of disruption, but also as preventive activity connected with analysis of threats and weaknesses and search for solutions and methods of averting the occurrence of threats. In this sense, the efforts towards business continuity and safety interlace with one another. From the point of view of business continuity, the safety solutions ensure prevention against threats, while from the point of view of safety, the business continuity solutions constitute a good insurance, in case other safety means fail to work properly (see Figure 1 ). This supports the concept of managing both issues jointly, and also together with quality, which is directly recommended by ISO 9000, 14000, 27000 and planned 31000 series.
Therefore, whenever speaking of:  "business continuity" -it is spoken of postulated state of immunity of organization against disruption,  "ensuring business continuity" -it is spoken of series of planned events, which aim at preventing disruption or removing causes and effects of disruptions, or introducing alternative conditions for activity until the effects of disruption are removed,  "managing business continuity" -it is spoken of a management process, which consists in defining tasks, planning and monitoring the elaboration of solutions for ensuring continuity, evaluating actions and drawing conclusions from potential and existing disruptions, which aim at ensuring business continuity.
Figure 1. Relations between safety and business continuity ensuring tasks (source: self study)
Organizational activity which aims at ensuring business continuity refers to the following issues, that should be taken into account or ensured:  when a given threat influences the business system or its direct surrounding and the system becomes susceptible to this influence, we are dealing with a disruption, which: -is a result of an interaction between threat and business system or business system's surrounding, -results with considerable changes in the area of system functioning, -cannot be subject to objective evaluation, while subjective evaluation is made from the point of view of business system,  possibility of occurrence of disruptions, which will obstruct normal continuation of the organization activity,  independently from the character of reasons of these occurrences, as part of a formal or perceived in business categories responsibility to do one's best to execute their tasks, an organization should aim at least at limited continuation of business,  this effort should be based on pre-elaborated, consistently perfected and tested plan for business continuity, sometimes also called (though in a slightly narrower sense) the emergency plan,  ensuring business continuity means foreseeing scenarios of potential disruptions and separate design of: -solutions preventing the threats themselves (mainly ensuring safety), -solutions for quickest possible removal of effects of disruptions, -solutions for continuation of limited activity in critical conditions,  attitude towards the problem of business continuity ought to be rational, that is, targeted at obtaining balance between expected level of certainty of maintaining business continuity and costs of reaching it; it is, therefore, necessary to adopt the assumption of gradual giving up of specific elements of normal business, adequately to the identified magnitude of the critical situation (persistent effort towards maintaining business continuity does not always have sense, especially from the point of view of economics),  continuity plan should be elastic enough to enable adaptive reaction to disruptions which differ from the expectations, which were the base for the plan,  it is necessary to define the core process of a given organization as a minimum set of actions, which still allows to conclude that the organization serves its purpose; inability to carry out such a minimum
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Analysis Prevention Therapy set of actions is the basis for the decision concerning abandoning the use of continuity plan and concentration on removal of disruption effects only,  when elaborating a continuity plan, business, legal and organizational issues are considered in the first place, as they determine the necessary scope of technical solutions,  business analysis may cover the issue of company prestige and, surely, balancing risk as well as financial means devoted to its risk limitation; it is wise to treat the continuity plan as a long-term project, in which the marked out goals are achieved gradually, by means of consequent approximations (versions of business continuity plan),  legal analysis is especially important when creating assumptions of continuity plan, because it enables to define the scope of company responsibility for particular fields of its activity, point out trouble spots and choose appropriate non-technical safety measures,  organizational analysis enables to distinguish members of staff appropriate for using the continuity plan in critical conditions, to create an adequate level of decision autonomy in this situation and, in everyday conditions, enables to preparation for such a difficult role,  none of the analysis elements, nor the design of technical solutions, is a self-contained stage; improving the continuity plan consists in constant repetition of analyses and design of solutions, which refer to changes in organization activity, development of continuity plan and conclusions from real disruptions.
In accordance with the ISO 27002 standard, when managing organization activity one should design solutions which effectively ensure maintaining business continuity of the organization. Analogically to living organisms, these solutions are to determine the ability of homeosthasis, that is, the characteristic of an organization which consists in launching own, inner mechanism of counteracting disruption in order to restore the situation from before this disruption. Effectiveness of disruption-anticipating solutions and their adequacy with reference to real occurrences should place itself above the minimal acceptance level of decision-makers. The decision-makers' evaluation is usually based on two criteria:  organization prestige and the degree of its impairment in case of limiting or suspending activity,  relation of costs of safety solutions to costs of potential losses and costs of resuming action that was disrupted.
Rationally viewed homeosthasis of a business system leads to conscious, temporary limitation of business quality, to the level pre-determined in the light of such determinants as:  loss of an unsatisfied or harmed client,  benchmarking with respect to competitors or best market practices (benchmarking is a systematic and continuous process of measurement; goal of the process of constant measurements and comparisons of organizational activity to leaders in economic processes worldwide, is to gather information, that will help the organization to undertake actions which will improve its functioning"; definition Systematic approach to disruptions consist in determining:  which disruptions (threats in interaction with business system) are being counteracted, that is, are covered by procedures for prevention or procedures for ensuring continuity,  which technical infrastructure objects are protected against possible threats,  which business processes are protected against threats,  which information flows are being protected against threats,  who is responsible for restoring business continuity in case of occurrence of disruption.
Limiting the quality of functions should not last longer than the amount of time needed to remove causes and effects of disruption, whereas the former can disappear by themselves if such is the nature of the disruption. Organization of management Ensuring business continuity, being an indissoluble organizational activity, needs to be permanently fixed into the organizational structure and formal documentation, which describes the structure, its rights and obligations (regulations, scope of obligations, procedures of activity). The term "permanent organizational activity" refers to the fact that business continuity tasks concern all the employees and all the organizational units and their managers, together with the current tasks, execution of which could be disrupted. In case of some professions it can also be pointed out, that ensuring continuity lays in their immanent nature (i.e. profession of engineer) both in the aspect of content matter (i.e. in design, the unreliability of technical solutions should be assumed) and ethics.
Subsequently, from the organizational point of view, it is necessary to distinguish between current efforts towards maintaining business continuity in the face of minor difficulties in task realization (at all posts and in all situations) and planning of reaction of bigger organizational parts or the whole organization to events, which are extensive accidents (catastrophes). The former one, in the model organization management, is written down in the organizational regulations, in the area of rights and obligations scope of organizational units, employees and management. Obviously, both categories should be, furthermore, divided into preventive actions towards probable disruptions and repair actions in case of occurrence of disruption (see Table 1 ). The latter one, that is preparation for extensive accidents, requires special organizational solutions. Their main prerequisite is the character of events, for the occurrence of which one has to prepare, and, in particular, their possible extensiveness and possible far-going dissimilarity to the experience of current operations.
This prerequisite justifies specific solutions, however, it is important to remember that the issues of ensuring business continuity are strictly related to ensuring safety in different aspects. The organizational solutions should, therefore, be created together and work simultaneously for the benefit of solving the both general problems.
These solutions may be divided into categories from the fields of:  forming of the organizational structure,  formal regulation of code of conduct,  direct solutions for ensuring business continuity.
In the field of forming of organizational structure, the tasks of ensuring business continuity should be a part of a general concept of operational risk management.
To high extent this depends on the given entity's specific character, including its size, because the smaller the entity, the more direct its management's involvement in solving each particular problem, managing risk, safety and business continuity is. The other way round, as we describe hereafter, looks the model solution concerning large companies, corporations in particular, where the highest management levels are in fact detached from operational practices and require support in the face of extraordinary events (including malfunctions), but also with regard to operational risk management. Figure 2 . depicts such a model example based on international recommendations of so called Basel Committee (full name is the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision, an international consulting body acting in the character of "wise men council", which operates in the banking sector next to the Bank for International Settlements in Basel, where the committee takes its popular name from, created for the purpose of establishing common recommendations of good practices. The result of the Committee's work is an extensive group of recommendations well known under the names of Basel I and Basel II. See www.bis.org/bcbs).
The highest management (boards) of these entities deals in practice almost exclusively with strategic matters, especially in the sense of long-run decisions, and from among the current problems only with large-scale ones. Current affairs management is handed over to a new level of high management (managing directors), created solely for this purpose, based on the new type of organizational structure orientated towards marketsegments, client target groups, product and related processes. In banks, for example, separately managed departments of retail, institutional and investment etc. banking are established in accordance with the process approach. These departments become strongly autonomous parts of organization with their own strategy, plans and budgets as well as independent plan of supporting resources, which constitute material, technical and organizational basis for operating conditions, that is, realization of business plans. This basis consists of i.e.: workstations' equipment, ensuring staff with proper qualifications, IT services etc.
Taking into consideration the size of business and, simultaneously, the expectation of high effectiveness, not only organizational (quality, punctuality, productivity), but also cost-related, the particular parts of supporting activity require perfect organization and even greater effectiveness and, subsequently, resistance to disruptions, than core business activity. As a result, it is necessary to see the need for clear detachment of economic (business) risk management, such as: market, financial or legal risk etc, from operational risks (of internal organization).
From the above mentioned prerequisites results a concept of two decision centers which, in the documentation of Basel Committee, are referred to as Councils.
One of them is business-tasks-oriented and devoted to managing economic risk, while the second one is supporting-actions oriented and manages operational risk (risk concerning appropriate organizational effectiveness in the field of realization of business activity supporting processes).
Let us notice that the Council/Committee for Operational Risk Management, recommended by the Basel Committee, is a task-orientated body, which proceeds periodically, possibly even regularly and often. After all, this situation is not very different qualitatively from the way the Board acts (as a kind of Council/Committee for Economic Risk). On a day to day basis the Board Members function in individual roles, determined and accounted for separately, and form the actual board only en bloc in situations described by the Commercial Companies Code and charter of the organization. Acting as a Board they make use of a certain office, team and control apparatus (i.e. board services office, team of advisors, internal audit department), directly subordinate to it. The case of Operational Risk Committee should look analogically.
At the same time, the current office work apparatus of the Operational Risk Committee can be dedicated to the matter of ensuring business continuity or analyzing 
Rules of Management
Problem of ensuring business continuity should be viewed in four categories of situations, which might occur in the light of basic risk factors, which are: probability of realization of a given critical incident and the size of potential result of this incident. This is illustrated in Figure 3 .
Tolerance refers to acceptance of temporary inconveniences. Monitoring means that knowledge about the disruption is sufficient for launching of a compensation mechanism. Prevention means actions towards aversion of negative effects of disruption. Business Continuity Plan is a set of scenarios describing expected realization of threats and planned responses to these threats.
Approach of Tolerance should be connected with those disruptions, which in their nature are external to the organization, and secondarily relate to the organization; especially those which are non-invasive and not destructive. For example: Transportation company which distributes press -waits through the morning fog and distributes the newspapers later. Monitoring approach should be connected with dealing with those disruptions, which in their nature are small but frequent (therefore, their incidentally bigger influence as a result of accumulation in short period should be assumed), however, clearly not destructive. This strategy should result in a detailed solution through organizational actions and detailed internal regulation of reaction to all typical disruptions. The essence of this strategy is a faint or none rise in costs resulting from reaction solutions, as they have, above all, organizational character. For example: employees' sick leavesobligation to inform the company beforehand and established rules for organizing replacements.
Prevention approach should relate to substantial, destructive and potentially frequent disruptions. The natural consequences of the prevention strategy are investments and solutions which limit the risk of threat. Typical action is creating back-ups of technical solutions. For example: frequent energy shutdowns -installation of uninterruptible power supply or power generators.
Business Continuity Plan approach should be connected with reacting to substantial, destructive but potentially rare disruptions, which supports the decision about resigning from Prevention approach and conscious acceptance of the related risk of threats. For example: Stock exchange -world statistics say that stock quotations are suspended because of computer system malfunction no more often than once every three years and the suspension does not last longer than one day. It is, therefore, reasonable to rely on an alternate functioning scenario in case of such a rare but serious malfunction.
Policy of Tolerance (T) should specify the basic conditions which must be met for a company to approach to accept the disruption which occurred, research the prerequisites for its duration, affirm its regression and return to the routine functioning. T Policy documentation should encompass procedures/instructions describing in detail the necessary actions of organization cells in case of disruption which qualifies to be subject to this policy. For example: although the organizational reaction for disruption may, at the end, consist in suspending the execution of statutory functions, maybe it is necessary to communicate this fact to trade partners and to the public, reallocate workers to substitute duties which are unaffected by the disruption, launch solutions which track the intensity level of the disruption. In the moment the disruption disappears, it has to be verified whether it is possible to restore the previously suspended activities/functions.
Policy of Monitoring (M) should specify the basic rules of organizational reaction to disruptions, with regard to which the awareness of their occurrence together with the existing regulations (if need be, written down as procedures and instructions) should, to the sufficient degree, launch the organizational mechanisms of disruption compensation. M Policy documentation should encompass procedures/instructions describing in detail the necessary actions of organization cells in case of disruption which qualifies to be subject to this policy. For example: in a bank, it is obligatory for the direct client service personnel to inform beforehand about the absence caused i.e.: by illness; defined number of back-office personnel members are trained to be able to work as replacements in case of an extraordinary absence, that was not communicated beforehand by a front-office worker.
Policy of Prevention (P) should specify the organization plans concerning preventive actions, which ought to neutralize the destructive influence of disruptions with regard to particularly important elements of organizational activity, especially the sensitive elements of its technical infrastructure. P Policy documentation should contain detailed analyses of the degree and scope of sensitivity of existing solutions, plans of solutions which could decrease the threats, procedures/instructions describing in detail the organization and rules of current operations as well as specialist teams interventions aimed at fighting specific threats (fire, hacker attack, IT malfunction). For example: back-up computer center, multiple means of communication, using different physical paths and transmitting media. Also, keeping special intervention groups with appropriate qualifications on duty.
At the same time, it is important to underline that each object-threat couple contained in policy P, the preventive actions plan, if it consists in threat-decreasing investment, should be, simultaneously, included in one of the other policies until it is finished, in order to ensure proper reaction to threat (it is recommended to include it in BCP policy).
Policy of Business Continuity Plan (BCP) should specify the organization plans concerning actions which are necessary in case of realization of a threat. Plans should encompass organization plans with regard to carrying out the Policy itself and different case scenarios of disruptions and planned counteractions, aiming at ensuring continuity of at least core business of the organization. Moreover, BCP policy should define the rules of ad hoc reactions to events which, unfortunately, could not be foreseen in the scenarios (at all or with regard to scale). BCP policy documentation should contain procedures/instructions specifying in detail the organization of bodies which carry out the business continuity plans, basic rules of communication in face of emergency, rules of reaction to typical threats, scenarios of expected extensive disruptions and reacting to them, rules for including the experiences from current disruptions in the future versions of emergency plans.
Managing business continuity is such a young area of knowledge, that it is hard to find a commonly used and well practice-based methods of its evaluation. Nevertheless, such proposals have already appeared. The most famous one is the Business Continuity Maturity Model (BCMM), a method established by an American company Virtual Corporation Inc., www.virtualcorp.net, see Table 2 .).
Idea of the method is such that a company (an organization) gradually reaches higher levels of maturity by introducing permanent organizational structures, participants' roles, rules and action plans. Simultaneously, it is possible to step back in situations when the organization or its surrounding undergo profound technological or organizational changes. Particular levels are characterized as follows: The highest management is aware of the strategic meaning of BCP. Permanent office which deals with BCP problems is established. Integrated solutions for the company as a whole are being established. Critical processes were identified and protection plans were established. They are being tested and updated on a routine basis. 
Designing and maintaining business continuity plans
The basis for implementation of policy of dealing with disruptions is a proper plan containing the following stages.
Analysis of organizational processes
Modern system approach to management is characterized by the concept of viewing organization as a business system, in which the key element is right and effective management of processes and not the classic functional organizational structure. Traditional views on organization described by the problem of effectiveness of particular functional departments and organizational cells lead to atomization of those organizational units, and the care for own, inner effectiveness, paradoxically, does not increase but decreases the effectiveness of the whole organization. What is more, striving for inner micro-perfection of organizational cells separates them from the environment, including, what is particularly critical, clients, cooperators and competition.
Process approach, on the other hand, leaving the improvement of functioning within the competence of organizational cells, means that management is concentrated on coordination of organizational cells' tasks and relations with the environment, in the light of clearly defined goals: organization, processes and workstations. Achieved in this way are:  optimization of organizational functioning,  rationality of organizational cells' cooperation,  viewing client needs as the highest goal of an organization,  viewing services as a result of relations with the environment,  identification of the way work is performed.
Ant the work itself is viewed and organized through a process, that is, series of actions, as a result of which product or service is created. Process is also a chain of adding value. Identification and analysis of processes, as a starting point for decisions with regard to business continuity management, may result in drawing vital conclusions leading to reengineering of processes and work organization.
The result of process analysis is a so called "process map". For a single process, such a map is a sequence of operations, which lead to turning certain resources into effects. Creating a process map starts with identifying all the subjects (organizational cells) which participate in the process and, next, consists in describing which following actions, with the use of what resources, performed by which organizational cells, constitute the process.
Under the current, common use of IT solutions it is necessary to remember, that properly designed IT systems reflect the flow of processes through workstations, which are operated by a given system. Therefore, system analysis should accompany process analysis in order to:  identify processes or their elements, if classic process analysis is impeded,  verify if information/IT system properly and sufficiently operates the analyzed processes,  identify physical paths of information flow, which supply, accompany (are the elements of) or are the results of a process.
The last point refers to determining places and paths for information flow, which may be threatened by the influence of disruptive factors.
Need for analysis of information and IT systems also results from the specific role of information in management, which, as a factor that increases our knowledge of the surrounding reality, is sometimes called the "blood-system of management". Information are the basis (input) for process management, describe the course of processes, are one of process inputs and results.
Information flows take place through physical paths (channels): traditional ones, which are defined by process organization or determined by telecommunications infrastructure. Potentially, this leads to physical discrepancy between paths of sharing information in an IT system (in this case, information sharing uses such technical channels of communication as: cable network, wireless network) in relation to traditional information flow consistent with process flow, viewed as relation between the following workstations. This discrepancy is an important factor which increases the critical susceptibility to disruptions.
Possible channels of information flow are:  traditional, connected with passing paper documents,  conventional telecommunications (phone calls, faxes),  electronic telecommunications, providing digital data transmission.
When analyzing information flows, with regard to all the channels, we take into consideration:  consistence and discreteness of information flow within a given business process,  degree to which information flow accompanies business process,  means of sharing information and their susceptibility to disruptions,  degree to which basic means can be replaced by alternative ones,  critical elements of information flow.
Analysis of threats to organization
Analysis of threats is made with the use of a model "list of threats" (see Table 4 .). At the beginning the threats which are inadequate to the situation of a given organization have to be crossed out from the table and, possibly, other organization-specific threats need to be added.
Next, it is evaluated if a given threat has got internal or external character from the point of view of the organization. It has to be determined if the threat within the organization realizes itself in its real form and if it constitutes the organization's problem, i.e.: whether a hurricane is a properly identified threat, or should it rather be the damaged building structure. External threats result in internal ones and, therefore, we aim at determining the latter ones. Consecutive iterations of evaluation (verifications) may be needed in order to cross out the external threats as being unlikely or replacing them with more precisely defined external threats. Primary list of threats (including external threats) should be included in the safety policy in order to cover them with monitoring and preventive actions (i.e. we monitor the hurricane to secure the building).
In the next step, it is evaluated if a threat has a direct or indirect character. The case is, if the disruption in its essence relates to the organization, or it is a derivative factor that does, i.e.: if a demonstration is a disruption, or is it de facto the lack of access to the headquarters caused by the demonstration. Also in this case, the primary list of threats requires us to monitor and prevent, as a part of safety policy.
At the end, a final, verified list of threats is prepared, qualifying threats to be attended to within the safety policy and/or business continuity plan.
Analysis of disruption susceptibility of organization
This analysis is run with the use of "list of trouble spots" (see Table 5 ). First of all, the classification of objects' categories has to be verified and specified in an appropriate way with regard to organizationspecific situation.  loss or damage of data  unauthorized access to data  unauthorized copying of data  unauthorized modification of data Next, all the objects which may influence the continuity of business and information flow processes, in the light of processes and information flow channels, have to be identified for each location of organizational unit (headquarters + local and supporting locations). Some external services which have particularly high influence on the organizational functioning conditions have to be taken into consideration as objects, including universal ones such as: water, gas, electricity, telecommunications, as well as specific ones such as: cooperation, supply of resources or servicing. As a result of the analysis, separate, verified lists of trouble spots are prepared for each location.
Map of disruptions preparation
At this stage, map of disruptions for physical places as well as technical and logical objects, which could potentially be influenced by particular threats (Table: process -object -threat) is prepared. Owing to this process, the final verification of threats is possible. This verification reveals which threats could be most severe and which objects are most business-sensitive. Criticality should be evaluated and verified from the point of view of maintaining process stability. This is the most extensive analytical document. However, if prepared carefully, it enables to introduce complex solutions for ensuring business continuity. It should not be feared, that this document will lead to as extensive scenarios and detailed policy for ensuring business continuity. In reality, the specific and not numerous scenarios and plans, which constitute the policy, will refer to many elements of map of disruptions simultaneously and cumulate into just a few general scenarios. Specific parts of the map of disruptions are connected with appropriate model approach to disruptions, consisting in one of the possibilities: T (tolerance of disruption), M (monitoring of disruption), P (preventing disruption), BCP (business continuity plan), which are described later.
Elaboration of regulations, procedures and instructions
We speak of a complex set of action procedures and instructions when there exists a norm which enables preparing them in such a way, that they will encompass each area of company activity and that the way they are formulated will be homogenous. Such a norm is constituted by regulations. Procedures are most often a written-down form of certain practice which is used and commonly viewed as appropriate. Only freshly established procedures are a record of bylaws. Procedures which exist some time and are verified appropriately often already encompass the experience factor and reflect real practices.
Complex set of procedures consists of different categories of documents, which regulate rules of actions and describe these actions. Procedures define the scope of rights, responsibilities, proper order of activities and bilateral relations between people and cells, which were entrusted with given fields of company activity. Instructions, on the other hand, are the documents which describe specific action steps of people and organizational cells.
In order to ensure completeness and coherence of procedures, both within one document and with regard to the complex set, a logical process for edition, verification and acceptance of procedures/instructions is required. The best way to ensure that is to create a separate procedure/instruction, which defines model of such process and model structure of specific documents. Complex set of action procedures becomes, gradually, an inner norm of appropriate action and, at the same time, a basic point of reference for organizational audit.
Typical categories of documents, which constitute a complex set of bylaws, procedures and instructions are:  bylaws,  general procedures which refer to the whole organization,  inter-department procedures which regulate cooperation and competences of two or more organizational cells,  department procedures which encompass tasks delegated to a given organizational cells,  instructions which describe actions regulated by procedures,  self-contained instructions, which do not refer to any procedures.
Category division implies an appropriate process of establishing, verifying and accepting procedures and sets the proper organizational level for accepting them.
Covering all organizational activities with a complex set of procedures consists in determining problem matters, processes and sub-areas that need to be analyzed and regulated. This is made by choosing basic criteria of distinguishing problem matters and, possibly, superposition of some criteria. Typical criteria and divisions are:  organizational structure,  sub-systems of IT system,  business continuity, safety, correct exploitation.
It is important to adopt a homogenous formatting of common procedures and to include in them all the information which identify the procedure (symbols), its history, processes of establishment, evaluation and acceptance.
Each procedure should have its owner, that is, a cell/post responsible for editing, directing, evaluating and distributing it after it is introduced. Usually, the appointed owner is the cell which actions are most similar to those regulated by the procedure or a central cell responsible for a set of procedures.
It is necessary to run an archive of all consecutive versions of each and every procedure. Such a need results, among others, from audit requirements, that should be able to refer each doubtful situation (problem) from the past to the norm which was in force at the time.
Realization of disruption tolerance approach
This approach encompasses those actions which have legal character but also those of organizational character. In general, there is no substantial reaction to disruption. Nevertheless, it is necessary to regulate a number of issues of two kinds.
First of all, it is necessary to determine in which way the disruption intensity is measured and who, in what way, on what basis, decides about launching actions, that are planned organizational reaction to disruption. Analogically, this person decides about ending this activity and returning to routine execution of tasks. Organizational activity, which in its nature means tolerating the disruption, consists in stopping routine work and may require informing all employees, clients, cooperators, etc. about it. This should be predicted within appropriate situation scenario.
Secondly, it is important that business responsibility towards partners (clients, employees and serviceproviders) is defined and limited adequately to the formulated policy.
It may consist in:  placing contractual clauses defining the influence of "higher power" on the business responsibility for provided services,  standardizing conditions of providing services (service level agreement), defining the acceptable level of service inaccessibility (e.g. 1 hour per year) or acceptable substitute solutions,  clear definition of limitations of company solutions and responsibility for them (e.g. only until the communications centre of a public network),  reserving the right to monitor or even intervene in partners' solutions,  grading scope, quality and price of services and their automatic limitation in case of disruption.
Realization of disruption monitoring approach
This approach encompasses, above all, organizational actions and, secondly, regulatory actions. Of key importance is the monitoring of disruption level and the fact if mechanism of routine compensation is satisfactory here. Establishing solutions of this policy consists in formal confirmation of organizational solutions concerning compensation of disruptions. Subsequently, it requires writing down, analyzing and, possibly, correcting or developing the existing practice as well as taking into consideration which solutions are necessary in the field of organizational structure design, tasks of particular cells, bylaws, procedures and instructions. The mentioned monitoring of disruptions should be regulated by procedures/instructions in such a way, that it is possible to evaluate and make decisions in situations when degree of disruption exceeds the limits of monitoring policy and should be confronted with the business continuity plan approach.
Realization of disruption prevention approach
This approach encompasses, above all, investment activities, but also, until the investment is realized, business continuity plan approach activities. The map of disruptions implies certain number of weaknesses of an organization (in the sense of business continuity problems). Most of these weaknesses may be limited or eliminated through investment in technical equipment. Typical investment directions are:  doubling equipment,  building back-up computer centers,  multiplying the number of communication lines,  multiplying access points to public services network,  emergency sources of electricity,  physical, energetic and logical separation of servers and IT centers,  despite of specialization of servers, keeping the possibility of limiting the number of them being used,  asynchronous process of securing data,  specialists on duty.
An investment plan, accepted by the decision-makers responsible for technical solutions, is the fundamental document, on which the activities of this approach are based.
Realization of business continuity plan (approach)
It encompasses activities understood strictly in accordance with intuitive apprehension of goal and scope of ensuring business continuity. These activities are divided as follows:
The essence of business continuity plans are the situation scenarios. They are divided into:  external scenarios, which describe possible versions of future development of events, on which the organization has no influence,  internal scenarios, which reflect causal way of reasoning, that connects choice of action and the goal. Particular results are preferred by the organization in accordance with its hierarchy of goals (van der Heijden K., "Scenario Planning in Strategic Management"). When working on scenarios, especially during first approach to create the business continuity plan, a very fundamental "top-down" way of thinking, which reaches to knowledge about organization and its goals, has to be adopted (traditional name for practice of describing, analyzing and solving problems). Consecutive steps of such reasoning (some of which can be omitted) are:  establishing goals (even organizational mission),  establishing the core organizational activities (core processes) on the basis of process analysis,  establishing acceptable limitations to concessions in case of disruption (with regard to scope of necessary activities and minimum, yet accepted, quality of activity),  evaluation of threats and disruptions which result from them (verification of disruption map),  evaluation of current ability of organization to ad hoc react to disruptions,  introduction of organizational solutions aimed at facing disruptions (appointing BCP Coordinator and Crisis Team and establishing proper bylaws, rights and obligations),  establishing scenarios of disruptions and ways of counteracting them,  testing of situations described in scenarios,  verification of the above mentioned procedure on the basis of tests and conclusions drawn from the occurrence of disruption.
Model of situation scenario is shown in Figure 5 . Situation scenarios:  put our expectations in order,  mobilize to concrete, precise reasoning and acting,  enable simulation of critical situations and testing of elaborated plans.
Simultaneously, it is important to remember that scenarios:  do not guarantee complete accuracy of expectations with regard to disruption, course of action of critical situations, adequacy of plans to real events,  require leaving a flexible margin for unpredicted factors/events.
Dealing with disruptions
Implementation of policy of dealing with disruptions consists of three streams of activity:  creating formal organizational structures,  defining rules of monitoring threats and reacting to disruptions, investment plans and models of emergency scenarios,  establishing bylaws, procedures and instructions, as well as detailed action scenarios in case of disruption.
Two aspects have to be considered with regard to organizational structures dedicated to business continuity management. First of all, the already signalized division into permanent, current execution of activities such as preparation and administration of business continuity ensuring policy (so called BCP Coordinator) and activation of Crisis Team. Secondly, experiences of risk management theory and good practices worked out in some industries, such as banking, have to be taken into account. In this context, disruptions to business continuity may be viewed, partially, as realization of business risk and, above all, operational risk.
Such approach leads to viewing the issue of ensuring business continuity as an element of operational management referred, above all, to supporting cells' activity, which ensures business cells the necessary technical, organizational, logistic and formal conditions of functioning. Restoring pre-disruption state Implementation of policy for dealing with disruptions should be based on a few rules which are characterized below. First of all, it is important to aim at completely aware management of business continuity problems, through:  identification of the core of organization activity,  determining the hierarchy of importance of functions and processes,  evaluation of determinants of ensuring business continuity including the cost factor,  determining the acceptable limitations to concessions with regard to efficiency and quality of activity.
Secondly, in search of the right solutions, it is important to appreciate non-engineering means, because:  technical solutions are complicated, most expensive but never completely effective,  instead of technical solutions, it is more wise to search for legal and organizational ones.
Thirdly, it is very important to care for adequacy of solutions to real, current possibilities of the organization, as:  already the execution of current activities uses, in fact, almost maximum capacity of organization,  in face of disruption it is better to simplify the problem,  in face of disruption it is better to limit the activity reasonably and according to a plan.
Fourthly, with regard to the above mentioned rules, solution simplicity should be pursued, because:  each new solution brings about new threats,  new solutions, especially technical ones, are also fallible,  there always exists a threat of not being able to carry out a complicated solution.
Fifthly, intellectual power contained in human inventiveness should be appreciated. In order to do so, one must remember that:  outstanding experts are reliable when it comes to extraordinary solutions, especially when disruption varies from the planned scenarios,  person becomes a specialist through cumulating experiences and due to trainings,  problems often appear on the touching edge of two specialties, and require knowledge of them,  apart from specialists from within the organization, external consultants may be useful.
In implementation, it is important to remember that specific solutions of policy for dealing with disruptions should be introduced both for the whole organization and for its local branches. Simultaneously, one must consider looking at particular planned events and actions as well as documentation, which describes them, both from the perspective of the whole organization and from the perspective of individual organizational cells, identified as involved in given problem in the course of business processes' analysis. Planned scenarios of events and disruptions should also include variants depending on the time of disruption occurrence. Last but not least, one should not forget about the issue of restoring the situation from before the disruption.
Testing of business continuity plans
Situation scenarios are a proper basis for testing organizational readiness for facing the disruptions. Disruptions can be, for the sole purpose of tests, appropriately simulated or even deliberately induced.
Tests are an element of improving business continuity solutions and, therefore, should be planned regularly and as often as possible. First of all, they serve the purpose of checking solutions themselves, their adequacy to the situation, completeness, sufficiency of owned resources, reserves and qualifications. Secondly, they are used to train employees and organizational cells in applying planned scenarios and using emergency solutions.
Nevertheless, one must be very careful when running tests in real-life conditions and carry them out only after obtaining positive results of departmental and partial tests. In face of doubt concerning quality of preparations to tests or plan of test, it is better to postpone the test than to risk losing control over the situation.
When testing, one should gradually move from:  partial tests to complex tests,  tests in artificial conditions to tests in real-life conditions,  tests in times when work is not performed to tests during normal work,  tests including only chosen employees to tests including all employees.
It is extremely important to remember about testing the return from alternative work organization caused by disruption to work organization from before its occurrence.
Constant improvement
One fundament of organizational culture is not to finish with currently elaborated and implemented solutions, but to constantly consider them imperfect and work on their improvement and development. It is also clearly stated rule included in the new generation of quality standards (See PN-ISO-9001:2000). It refers solely to business continuity management.
When following such approach, it is necessary to appoint a Permanent Anti-Crisis Team, the most general task of which is to elaborate and constantly improve the solutions devoted to ensuring business continuity. Simultaneously, a direct, substantive improvement of solutions is required, based on testing and careful analysis of their adequacy to actual disruptions of business continuity.
The space for improvement is considerable, which results from realistic design of solutions, both with regard to rational limits of concessions in face of an aggressive disruption and modest, defensive evaluation of own capabilities of reacting to disruptions. In general, the more modest the expectations towards the scope of business continuity ensuring solutions' effects, the higher the effectiveness of implementation of primary versions of solutions, but also, the bigger the area for gradual improvement.
A number of improvement techniques are devoted to this idea (Dahlgaard J.J., Kristensen K., Gopal K.K. "Fundamentals of Total Quality Management", pp. 59-67.) in the sense of analysis of causes of insufficient quality and determining ways of reaching better solutions. Basis for this improvement are people, their knowledge and involvement, which can me shaped, and effective organization, which can be established and developed.
Summary
First of all, business continuity is a postulate of business system perfection, where business system refers to each and every organization, thus to all economic or administrative entities. In this sense, ensuring business continuity is the subject of strategic management, putting forward the primary goal of organizational efficiency and taking over the field of operational risk management.
Secondly, business continuity is viewed as such organization behavior which creates the ability of an organization to effectively react to disruption as a result of a specific interaction between signs of threat and inner organization's vulnerability, infrastructure or resources. In this sense, ensuring business continuity is the subject of operational management and is the last cell of operational risk management.
In general, business continuity is the ability of an organization to react to disruptions in normal business conditions in such a way to, where it is possible, restore those normal conditions and, where it is not, to switch to a planned method of alternate execution of actions. Therefore, business continuity is viewed both in the context of organization tasks and processes for realization of these tasks, as well as in the context of factors which may disturb those processes and organization vulnerabilities, which determine its disruption sensitivity.
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